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“When I let go of what I am, I become what I might be” Lao Tzu 



§  Career Planning Process – 5 Stages of Career Planning 
§  Secondary and Non-Secondary Direct Students 
§  Engagement, Persistence and Career Clarity  

§  Psycho-Social Factors to Consider in Career Planning/Career Readiness  
§  Tea Cup Generation: Snow Plowed, Helicoptered, Bubble Wrapped 
§  New Approaches in Career Exploration & Planning 

§  Motivation /Passion 

§  Mindset 
§  Grit/Emotional Intelligence 

§  Career Planning Tools and Strategies 
§  Planned Happenstance – Engagement in the Career Planning Process 
 



Career Path A 

Does this Describe Your Career Path? 

Career Path B 

…or Does This? 

Passion  Job You 
Love Passion  

Job You 
Love 



Traditional Views of Student Success vs.  

Newer Influences of Psychological Research on Student Performance: 

 



Initiation 
Who Am I?

 

Exploration 
What options do I have?

Decision Making 
What fits for me?

Preparation 
Getting Ready!

Implementation 
Let me Try it Out! 

CAREERinsite: 
https://careerinsite.alberta.ca/

careerinsite.aspx  



Secondary 

Direct 

Non-
Secondary 

Direct 
College 

Multiple Roles 

Identity 

Identity 
Transition 
from High 

School 

Transition from 
Workforce 

Academic  
Self-Efficacy Life Skills in  

Development  

Less Life 
Experience 

Stress 

Stress 

Job Layoff 

Readiness for 
College? Study skills Development  

or Refresh Process 

Self-Esteem 
Self-Esteem 



Ability to 
Engage Engagement Success 

Academic 
Self-Efficacy

Emotional 
Intelligence

Career Clarity Engagement & 
Persistence 

 
Through the 1st Year 

www.Success-Mohawk.com 



Engagement in the career exploration process can actually foster the building of 
the skills necessary for success in their college program. 



THEORETICAL FOUNDATION 

Non Academic Skills 

§  Academic	goals	
§  Achievement	mo1va1on	
§  Academic	Self-Confidence	
§  Academic	Related	Skills	
§  Contextual	Influences	
§  General	Self-Concept	
§  Ins/tu/onal	Commitment	
§  Social	Support	
§  Social	Involvement	

Source:		
Lotkowski,	V.	A.,	Robbins,	S.	B.,	&	Noeth,	R.	J.	(2004).	The	role	of	academic	and	non-academic	factors	in	improving	
college	reten5on:	ACT	policy	report,	Iowa	City,	IA:	ACT	Inc.	 www.Success-Mohawk.com 



 

“for students to succeed in college, they must 
learn to negotiate foreign environments and 
interact effectively with strangers. Thus, 
interpersonal relationships both on and off 
campus play a role in mediating student 
success in college. This view is consistent with 
a social networks perspective that college 
students’ relationships with faculty and staff 
and peers as well as family, friends, and 
mentors contribute to student satisfaction, 
persistence, and what students gain from 
college” 

 

 
Source: http://nces.ed.gov/npec/pdf/Kuh_Team_Report.pdf  

www.Success-Mohawk.com 



 

People need three basic skills to be happy:  

 
§  Independence 
§  Competence 
§  Relationship Skill: able to form and maintain relationships with others.  
 

The study found all three were negatively  

affected by overly involved parents.  
 
 

Schiffrin, H. H., Liss, M., Miles-McLean, H., Geary, K. A., Erchull, M. J. and Tashner, T. (2014) Helping or Hovering? The 
Effects of Helicopter Parenting on College Students’ Well-Being. Journal of Child and Family Studies. 23, 3, p. 
548-557. 

www.Success-Mohawk.com 



College Students May Have Had… 

§  Parents who do their homework for them. 
§  Parents who take their word against the teacher. 
§  Parents who negotiate grades on their behalf. 
§  Parents who constantly rescue them in difficult situations. 
§  Parents who fight their battles for them. 
§  Parents who shield them from a “dangerous world”.  
§  Parents who spare them from having to do chores. 
§  Parents who direct and orchestrate their life.  



 

 

 

Have we inadvertently shielded many young 
people from developing a solid work ethic 

and acquiring the grit necessary to 
overcome life’s disappointments and 

setbacks and deal with failure. 



“It does not matter how slowly you go, it matters that you do not stop” 
Confucius 

 



 

 Research: 
 Dr. David Yeager 

 

This research assessed students’ self-transcendent motives for 
going to college (a purpose for learning). 

 
§  “I want to learn things that will help me make a positive impact on 

the world” 
§  “I want to gain skills that I can use in a job that help others” 
§  “I want to become an educated citizen that can contribute to 

society” 

Findings 
§  Learners persisted on tasks after they reflected on how their future role in 

society might contribute in some ways to the world beyond the self.  
§  These individuals were better able to maintain their level of persistence 

and overcome temptation even when engaged in a boring task. 

 

 

 

 

 

Yeager, D.S., Henderson, M., Paunesku, D., Walton, G., Spitzer, B., D’Mello, S., & Duckworth, A.L. (2014). Boring but important: A self-
transcendent purpose for learning fosters academic self-regulation. Journal of Personality and Social Psychology, 107, 559-580. 



GUIDING QUESTIONS 

§  What are you ridiculously good at? What are your precious gifts? 

§  When was the last time you massively over delivered on something? 
What was it and why did you work so damn hard? 

§  When was the last time you were in a state of flow, in the zone and totally 
lost track of time? What were you doing? 

§  What topics do you find yourself continuously arguing or defending with 
others? What beliefs does your stance represent? 

§  Out of all your current work/life roles, what would you gladly do for free? 

§  What do your friends always tell you you’d be good at, that you should do 
for a living? If you don’t remember, then go ask five of them. 

§  What careers do you find yourself dreaming of? What jobs do others 
have that you wish were yours? 

§  What 3-5 dream jobs or businesses can you imagine that would firmly 
embody your core beliefs about the world. Sky’s the limit. 



  

 Research: 
 Dr. Carol Dweck 

 
Mindset is a simple idea discovered by world-renowned Stanford 
University psychologist Carol Dweck in decades of research on 
achievement and success, a simple idea that makes all the 
difference. 

Mindset Explains… 
§  Why brains and talent alone do not increase success. How they 

can stand in the way of it. 

§  Why praising brains and talent doesn’t foster self-esteem and 
accomplishment, but jeopardizes them. 

§  How teaching a simple idea about the brain raises grades and 
productivity. 

Dr. Carol Dwek 

Stanford University 



VS. 

Fixed Mindset 

§  A “fixed mindset” people believe 
their basic qualities, like their 
intelligence or talent, are simply 
fixed traits. They also believe that 
talent alone creates success—without 
effort.  

Growth Mindset 

§  People with a “growth mindset,” 
believe that their most basic abilities 
can be developed through dedication 
and hard work—brains and talent are 
just the starting point.  





People with a “Growth 
Mindset”… 

§  are optimistic. 

§  are always up to a challenge. 

§  identify their own strengths and weaknesses. 

§  believe they are evolving and always have something 
to learn (lifelong learner).  

§  stretch themselves when learning new things.  

§  have the persistence and put in the effort to learn  
something over a longer time period. 

§  try doing things they couldn’t do before. 

§  view “good failures” as learning opportunities. 

§  are known for their reliability and commitment. 

It is not about heredity, luck, or 
destiny, it is about hard hard you 
are willing to work on your life.  
has more to do with creating their 
future than effort. 

 



https://www.ted.com/talks/carol_dweck_the_power_of_believing_that_you_can_improve?language=en#t-64527  

Carol Dweck researches “growth mindset” — the idea that we can grow our brain's 
capacity to learn and to solve problems. In this talk, she describes two ways to think 
about a problem that’s slightly too hard for you to solve. Are you not smart enough to 
solve it … or have you just not solved it yet? A great introduction to this influential field.  



 

 

 

 

“no matter what your ability is,  
effort is what ignites that ability  

and turns it into accomplishment”  
Dr. Carol S. Dweck 

Mindset: The New Psychology of Success 

Blog Links: 

 

•  M3: Mental Strength, Mindset & 
Motivation 

•  Getting Your Mindset Ready for 
College! 

•  A Simple Mindset that Improves 
Long Term Memory 

BLOG: www.Success-Mohawk.com  

@SuccessMohawk  



 
  

 Research: 
 Dr. Angela Duckworth 

Not Giving Up When Life Gets Hard 
…no matter what happens. 

Remaining Focused On A Goal 

…even when you encounter set backs. 

 

Courage, bravery, backbone, spirit, “strength of character”, 
willful, moral fiber, nerve, fortitude, toughness, hardiness, 
resolve, resolution, determination, tenacity, perseverance, 

endurance, guts, spunk 

  
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H14bBuluwB8  



Curious about how Gritty you are? 

12-Point Grit Scale 



Knowledge is power in the career planning process. Knowledge of self and 
knowledge of the exploration process. 



Self Knowledge 

§  Interests? 

§  Skills, Characteristics, Values? 

§  Personality? 

§  Life Vision 
§  Where do you want to live? 

§  What are your salary needs? 

§  What resources will you need? 

Action 

§  S.M.A.R.T Goals 

§  School Vision 
§  How much time are you prepared to spend in 

school? 

§  Why do you want a diploma? 

§  Career Exploration Interview 

§  Planned Happenstance 

§  Labour Market Research 

§  Job Application Vision  



§  What are your interests?  
§  O*net Interest Profiler: http://www.mynextmove.org/explore/ip  

§  What are skills, characteristics and values? 
§  See “Skills, Characteristics and Values Checklist” 

§  What are your personality traits? 
§  MBTI online: http://www.keirsey.com/sorter/register.aspx  

§  What are your talents and strengths? 
§  VIA Character Strengths Survey: https://www.viacharacter.org/www/  

§  What education or training do you need? 
§  www.Schoolfinder.com   

§  Are there jobs available? http://occupations.esdc.gc.ca/sppc-cops/w.2lc.4m.2@-eng.jsp 

§ What have you learned about this career path from other people working 
in the field?  
§  See “Career Exploration Interview Questions” 



 Research: 

 Dr. John Krumboltz 
 
Krumboltz states that people with the following 
qualities are more likely to capitalise on chance events 
and turn serendipity into opportunity: 

§  Curiosity: exploring new opportunities 
§  Persistence: exerting effort despite setbacks 
§  Flexibility: changing attitudes and circumstances 
§  Optimism: viewing new opportunities as possible, 

attainable and learning opportunities 
§  Risk Taking: seeing career decisions as partially 

uncertain outcomes. 
 
These 5 key skills can be developed and will help in 
recognizing, creating and using chance career opportunities. 

Krumboltz, J. (2008). The Happenstance Learning Theory. Journal of Career Assessment May 2009 vol. 17 no. 2 135-154 



The Process…

1.  Clarify Ideas 
Follow your curiosity to identify your interests. 

2.  Remove The Blocks 
Wonder “how I can” rather than “I can’t because...” 

3.  Expect The Unexpected 
Be prepared for chance opportunities, such as 
unexpected phone calls, chance encounters, 
impromptu conversations and new experiences. 

4.  Take Action 
Learn, develop skills, remain open and follow-up on 
chance events.  

Planned: having arranged the parts 
Happen: to occur by chance 
Stance: a view or attitude 





The Truth How to Shift 



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M3ar1tBj_Zk  

#WatchThis



§  Meaning/purpose: List the top ten things in life that give you joy. What common 
themes do you notice? 

§   Identifying strengths: What are three accomplishments you are most proud of? 

§   Identifying core values: Think about times that you have become angry/upset/
irritated. What core personal value(s) were not being met? 

§   Setting goals: If you did nothing else in the next year, what three things would still 
make the year a success for you? 

§   Taking action: Who is the one person you admire the most? What would that person 
advise you to do? 

§   Getting unstuck: What research could you do to help you find a solution to this issue? 

§   Overcoming self-doubt: What would happen in your life if we doubled your belief in 
yourself?  



Heather Drummond, EdD 

Heather.Drummond@mohawkcollege.ca 
BLOG: www.Success.Mohawk.com 
Twitter: @SuccessMohawk 
Phone: 905-575-2102 


